The Technancial Company Ltd signs a distribution agreement with eBroker Systems (HK) Ltd for its
JANUS Risk Manager and JANUS Trade Surveillance products.
Date: June 3, 2014
The Technancial Company Ltd. (TTC) and eBroker Systems (HK) Ltd. have signed a distribution
agreement for TTC’s JANUS Risk Manager, a real-time, pre-trade, and post-order risk monitoring system
and for TTC’s JANUS Trade Surveillance a real-time and T+1 trade monitoring and surveillance system.
eBroker Systems (HK) Ltd will distribute TTC’s products within markets where eBroker Systems has a
strong presence including Hong Kong, China, Taiwan and Singapore. TTC has established a presence in
Hong Kong almost two years ago and is already providing its solutions to global banks’ operations in the
region. This partnership will add to TTC’ capabilities in reaching regional and local financial institutions,
banks and brokers that are facing regulatory challenges not dissimilar to changes happened in the US
and Europe in recent years.
TTC will also integrate JANUS Risk Manager and JANUS Trade Surveillance to eBroker Systems’ trading
platform .This integration gives eBroker Systems users the ability to draw on the extensive knowledge
and experience of TTC which has been embedded in JANUS product suite enabling users to better
manage new regulations imposing a more extensive and close to real-time control of trading activities.
TTC’s Mirko Marcadella, Global Head of Business Development, commented: “TTC’s 70+ risk and
surveillance controls and more than 60 Exchange Initial Margin algorithms are a proven success story in
supporting real-time risk management and trade surveillance needs driven by regulatory changes across
the Americas and Europe. We are very excited about our cooperation with eBroker Systems in bringing
our experience and cutting edge technology to Asia Pacific where we see complex regulatory changes
are happening in many different markets”.
Nick Ng, CEO of eBroker Systems, added: "It’s really a pleasure to be able to work with such a
professional company as TTC. Not only have they the appropriate risk management technology for our
Asia Pacific region, their user friendly interface is extra ordinary in the financial field today. I am sure our
partnership will bring real values to both buy and sell side users."

About The Technancial Company ltd
The Technancial Company ltd (www.technancial.com) is focused on delivering real-time risk
management and trade surveillance tools to and for global markets. The Technancial Company’s
products JANUS Risk Manager, JANUS Margin Engine and JANUS Trade Surveillance are used by global
institutions across markets, regions and asset classes to supervise their trading, market making, DMA
and HFT activities. More than 70 risk checks and more than 60 clearing houses margin algorithms are
readily supported by the JANUS Platform and can be used in pre-trade, post-order (at-trade) and posttrade to manage market, credit and operational risk in today’s low latency environments.
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About eBroker Systems (HK) ltd
eBroker Systems ltd (www.ebrokernet.com) is a financial technology firm with excellence in delivering
innovative and high performance trading and risk solutions for financial institutions. Our solutions are
engineered to perform the most challenging tasks by a team of quantitative trading and technology
specialists.

